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Abstract

In this paper we address the problem of unconstrained

Word Spotting in scene images. We train a Fully Convo-

lutional Network to produce heatmaps of all the character

classes. Then, we employ the Text Proposals approach and,

via a rectangle classifier, detect the most likely rectangle

for each query word based on the character attribute maps.

We evaluate the proposed method on ICDAR2015 and show

that it is capable of identifying and recognizing query words

in natural scene images.

1. Introduction

Reading text in the wild is important as it carries seman-

tically rich information which can be employed in appli-

cations such as scene understanding and visual assistance.

In this work we address the challenge of spotting text in

scene images without restricting the words to a fixed lexi-

con or dictionary. Words which are typically out of dictio-

nary include, for instance, cases where exclamation or other

punctuation marks are present in words, telephone numbers,

URLs, dates, etc. To this end, we train a Fully Convolu-

tional Network (FCN) inspired by [13] to recognize indi-

vidual characters (including letters, numbers, and punctu-

ation) in scene images. Moreover, we detect text proposal

regions in images using the approach proposed in [2]. Af-

terwards, we search for the query word in images by train-

ing a rectangle classifier to find the correspondence between

the character attribute map given by the FCN on proposed

rectangles and the character histogram of the query word.

The key advantage of the proposed method is that it allows

unconstrained out-of-dictionary word spotting independent

from any dictionary or lexicon.

The contributions of this paper are the following. First,

we propose a novel mid-level representation of the image in

terms of character attribute maps by means of a Fully Con-

volutional Network. Second, we propose a novel pipeline

that fuses the FCN produced representations with text pro-

posals and the PHOC representation [1] to efficiently per-

form word spotting.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In

the next section we review work related to our approach. In

Section 3 we describe our proposed approach. We report

our experimental results in Section 4, and draw conclusions

in Section 5.

2. Related Work

In the past few years, scene text detection and recogni-

tion have been widely studied and significant progress has

been achieved. Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DC-

NNs) have become the standard approach for many com-

puter vision tasks and DCNN methods are also state-of-the-

art for text recognition. The authors of [8] looked at the

problem of unconstrained text recognition by using generic

object proposals and a CNN to recognize words from an

extensive lexicon. However, the generic object proposal ap-

proach does not perform well on text detection tasks. The

Text Proposals approach [5] introduced a text-specific ob-

ject proposal method that is based on generating a hierar-

chy of word hypotheses according to the similarity region

grouping algorithm. Later, the authors of [3] fused the Text

Proposals technique with a Fully Convolutional Network

(FCN) [13] in order to achieve high text region recall while

considering significantly fewer candidate regions, while in

follow-up work [2] they improve the pipeline to increase

the speed of the text proposal generator. This approach has

been applied to compressed images [4]. TextBoxes [11] re-

purposed the SSD detector [12] for word-wise text local-

ization. Exploiting the robustness of SSD detector [12], the

authors of [7] proposed an attention mechanism that directly

detects the word-level bounding box.

In this work, we employ a character recognizer network,

in contrast to [10] which applied a text recognition network.

The key advantage of our approach is to learn characters

individually and independently of a lexicon of words.

3. Proposed Method

In this section we introduce our proposed framework

which is illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Diagram of Word spotting via Character detection.

3.1. Character recognizer

For the task of character recognition in scene images

we use a Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) inspired

by [13]. We train it on a synthetic dataset [6] to recognize

and localize 38 character classes: background, 26 letters

(case-insensitive), 10 digits, and one class for all punctua-

tion symbols. Given an input image this FCN produces a

heatmap with 38 channels, where each channel represents

the probability of each character class at every location in

the image.

3.2. Rectangle Classifier

For each image we also generate a list of ranked text pro-

posal rectangles using the approach described in [2]. The

FCN responses inside each text proposal region are pooled

using integral images for each of the 38 channels of the

heatmap. This yields a 38-dimensional vector for each of

the text proposals, which we call the character energy vec-

tor of the proposal rectangle.

Given a list of query words, for each query we compute

its histogram over the 38 character classes used to train our

FCN. If there are n rectangles, the energy vector matrix (e)

has a size of n × 38 and the query histogram (q) is 1 × 38,

as shown in Fig. 2.

Query words for spotting are represented as L1-

Normalized histograms:

q =
qi∑
38

i=1
qi

(1)

For each text proposal rectangle the normalized energy vec-
tor is given by:

e =
ei∑
38

i=1
ei

(2)

Figure 2. Energy vector and query histogram matrices.

Figure 3. Word spotting via character detection.

To rank each proposal for each query word, we perform
the Histogram Intersection of the normalized energy vec-

tor (e) for n rectangle proposals and the normalized query

histogram (q) of the query word:

K(e, q) =

∑n

j=1
min(ej , q)

min(
∑n

j=1
ej , q)

(3)

Finally, we define the best matched text proposal rect-

angle with the query word by considering the highest K as

shown in Fig. 3.

3.3. Improving the pipeline

We augmented our proposed method with two tech-

niques: one to mitigate false positives due to background

clutter, and another to improve the discriminative power of

our representation.

3.3.1 Fusing text detector with character recognizer

In scene images, especially with cluttered backgrounds,

many features in the background are often confused with

characters. To address this problem, we trained the same

FCN for two classes of text and non-text. Afterwards, we

fuse the energy vector of these two nets together (etext and

echar). For the background channel we compute the ê1 as:

ê1 = etext
1

∗ echar
1

, (4)

and for the character channels we compute êi as:

êi = etext
2

∗ echari (where i = 2 : 38). (5)

In Fig. 4 (left) we illustrate the improvement from fus-

ing two nets of text detector and character recognizer in the

proposed word classifier.

3.3.2 Pyramidal Histogram Of Characters (PHOC)

To consider the order of characters in each query word,

we have applied the pyramidal version of Histogram Of

Characters (PHOC) inspired from [1]. With the naive ap-

proach described before, words such as “listen” and “silent”

share the same histogram of characters representation. The
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Figure 4. Improved results. Blue and red rectangles are with and

without improvements, respectively. Left: combining the charac-

ter recognizer and text detector networks: the error in the red rect-

angle is due to the strong response of “A” (query word is “ALDO”).

Right: improvement from PHOC (query word is “cook”).

Figure 5. Results of our proposed word spotting technique: green

rectangles are our estimates, red rectangles are ground truth.

PHOC approach [1] improves the accuracy of our word

spotting technique by increasing its discriminative power.

Instead of computing a single histogram over characters for

each word, we focus on different regions of the word. In our

experiments we applied a two-level PHOC, but higher-level

representations are straightforward. Hence, we compute

histograms of characters over the first and second halves

of the query word. Accordingly, we perform the Histogram

Intersection of each half of the query word with each half of

the text proposal. In Fig 4 (right) we illustrate the improve-

ment of applying PHOC to the word classifier.

4. Experimental results

We evaluated our proposed method on the IC-

DAR2015 [9] End-to-End Task. We considered the

Strongly Contextualised list of query words which consists

of 100 words per each image, including all the words that

appear in the image and a number of distractor words. Pre-

liminary results yield an F-score of 38.2%. Moreover, some

qualitative results of our experiments are shown in Fig. 5.

5. Conclusions and future work

In this work we proposed a technique addressing the

problem of unconstrained word spotting for scene images

based on character recognition. We extract character at-

tribute maps of each query word using heatmaps from a

Fully Convolutional Network. Afterwards, using a rectan-

gle classifier that fuses FCN heatmaps with Text Proposals,

we detect the most likely rectangle for each query word. We

evaluated our proposed method on ICDAR2015 and it is ca-

pable of extracting query words. In the future we plan to

incorporate contextual language models in our framework

in order to go beyond the character-level recognition.
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